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Abstract
Temperature dependencies of spectral and kinetic photoluminescence properties of PbS QD of different
sizes are investigated. We found up to 2 PL components in PbS QDs PL spectra and estimated
corresponding temperature coefficients of PL peaks position shift. Obtained temperature coefficients and
their size-dependencies differ for these PL components due to the different origin of corresponding electronic
states. According to the spectral data, temperature dependence of PL lifetime was explained using the
model with two emissive low energy electronic states. These states are coupled with nonradiative transitions
of excitons; besides, efficiency of these transitions drastically depends on the temperature, leading to strong
variation of PL lifetime with temperature.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Lead sulfide (PbS) quantum dots (QDs) have become important material for solar radiation harvesting [1–3].
In order to prognosticate operational parameters of PbS QDs based devices, electronic and optical
properties of PbS QDs must be studied in details. For example, variation of spectral and kinetic properties of
photoluminescence (PL) of PbS QDs with temperature has to be explored for further design of QD-based
devices operating at reduced temperatures. Shift of the PL peak position and modification of the PL
dynamics may change an efficiency of physical processes which are responsible for functioning of different
appliances. For example, shift of PL band with temperature may significantly increase or decrease an
efficiency of devices which exploit fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) process, such as solar
cells. Moreover, if PL and absorption bands have different coefficients of temperature shift, there is a
possibility to tune a spectral overlap between them, varying temperature. Since different scientific groups
reported contradictory data on temperature dependencies of PbS QD PL properties [4–9], thorough analysis
of PL spectra and kinetics for QD of different sizes is required.
In the present work we performed steady-state and transient PL analysis of 3.2–6.9 nm QDs in a porous
matrix in the temperature range of 77–300 K. We found up to 2 PL components in PbS QDs PL spectra for
QDs of different size and estimated temperature coefficients of PL peak position shift for each one.
According to the spectral data, temperature dependence of PL lifetime was explained using the model with
two emissive low energy electronic states, coupled with nonradiative transitions of excitons.
2.

METHODS

PbS QDs with diameters of 3.2–6.9 nm were synthesized using the method of hot injection [10]. QDs were
stabilized with oleic acid and dissolved in tetrachloromethane (TCM). Synthesized QDs were infiltrated into
the porous matrix as described in the Ref.[11]. Filter paper used as a porous matrix has adequate
transparence in the near infrared region to conduct measurements of optical absorption and
photoluminescence. Obtained samples were placed into the programmable cryostat (Linkam), which let us
carry up the steady-state (15 mW of cw 633 He-Ne laser excitation) and transient (8 mW of 10 ns pulsed
YLF:Nd3+ laser excitation at 4 kHz) PL experiments in the temperature range of 77–300 K. Recorded PL
spectra were corrected using the spectral sensitivity curve, obtained by the calibration on an ideal black body
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spectrum [12]. PL decay curves were averaged by 105 measurements to increase a signal/noise ratio [13,
14].
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

PL spectra

PL spectra of PbS QDs embedded into the porous matrix demonstrate typical red shift of the peak position
with temperature decrease (Fig.1). PL spectra of the smallest (3.2 and 3.6 nm) and the largest (6.9) QDs
may be well fitted by one Gaussian, while fitting PL spectra of the QDs with intermediate sizes requires two
Gaussians. This feature is caused by the existence of the peculiar radiative in-gap state in the low energy
electronic structure of PbS QDs [10]. In case of the largest dots this effect does not manifest itself, and we
can observe the PL from the fundamental 1s1s state only (PL1). Oppositely, in case of the smallest dots
radiative recombination via the in-gap state (PL2) prevails in PL spectra. In case of intermediate dots both
components contribute to the total PL spectrum. Besides, the high-energy component associated with the
radiative recombination via the 1s1s state, while the low-energy one associated with the radiative
recombination via the in-gap state

Fig.1. Typical red shift of the PL peak position with temperature decrease, recorded for 4.4 nm PbS QDs. PL
spectrum composed of 2 PL components, Varshni fit and estimated temperature coefficients α of the PL
peak position shift for PL1 and PL2 are shown in the right panel.
Using Varshni fit we can estimate temperature coefficients α of the PL peak position shift for both PL1 and
PL2. We found that α is almost size-independent for PL2 with the value of ~125±15 μeV/K. This
characteristic together with comparatively large FWHM evidences the defect-related origin of the in-gap state
[10, 15, 16]. Oppositely, estimated for PL1 α depends on the QD size, namely, in increase with QD diameter
decrease. This behavior is in contrast to that observed for PbS QD absorption [17]. This discrepancy may be
caused by the splitting of the 1s1s state [18]. Thus, we have a possibility to tune a spectral overlap between
absorption and PL spectra, varying temperature that may be used for optimization of FRET efficiency and
FRET-based devices.
3.2

PL decay times

PL decay curves for the largest, 6.9 nm, QDs may be described using 2-exponential law in the whole
temperature range. One component is short, 10–15 ns, and its decay time and amplitude do not depend on
the temperature. This component presents in decay curves from all studied QDs and may be related to the
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influence of laser excitation or photobleaching and would not be taken into consideration. Decay time of
another component slightly increases from ~80 to ~100 ns with temperature decrease from 300 to 77 K due
to the electron-photon interaction weakening. One-exponentional decay law indicates that only
recombination via fundamental electronic state takes place in case of 6.9 nm QDs, that corresponds to the
spectral data.
For 3.2 nm QDs beside the one invariable short component we can distinguish two different variable
components. Decay time of the short one increases from 160 to 240 ns, while decay time of the long one
increases from 1.5 to 2.1 μs with temperature decrease. An appearance of the component with very long
decay time relates to the presence of long-lived in-gap state [10].

Fig. 2. The scheme of energy relaxation in intermediate -sized PbS QDs: PL1 relates to the 1s1s state
and PL2 relates to the in-gap state (GS). Two these radiative states are separated by the ΔE energy gap
and are coupled by nonradiative transitions k21 and k12. PL1 and PL2 bands are characterized by
recombination rates k01 and k02, respectively.

We can distinguish up to 2 PL components in PL spectra for QDs of different sizes, so we can consider a
simple energy scheme with two radiative levels (see Fig.2) in order to analyze the PL decay. These levels
relate to the fundamental 1s1s and the in-gap state, respectively, and are coupled with nonradiative
transitions of excitons with rates k12 and k21 [10, 19]. Using formalism of rate equations for states population
we can find that PL1 and PL2 may be described as [20]:
,

(1)

where A1,2 and B1,2 are time-independent coefficients and τ± is defined as:
,

(2)

where k01 and k02 include initial radiative and nonradiative recombination rates which characterize PL1 and
PL2, respectively. One can see that: 1) for all QDs with the in-gap state we expect 2-exponentional decay
law; 2) in such systems relaxation dynamics from each state is determined by relaxation rates from both
states and by rates of nonradiative transitions between them. Hence, a rate of inverse transition from lower
to upper state k12 will mainly govern the temperature dependence of relaxation dynamics for QDs of different
sizes, because k12 drastically depends on temperature (see Fig.3) and may be expressed as:
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,

(3)

where ΔE is an energy gap between 1s1s and in-gap states, and kB is a Boltzmann constant.

Fig. 3. Calculated rate k12 as a function of the energy gap (ΔE) and temperature (T).

Due to the fact that k12 depends also on the energy gap between two radiative states, i.e. QD size, we
expect changes in size dependence of energy relaxation rates with temperature. Indeed, threshold-like PL
decay time size-dependence obtained in Ref.[10] will modify with temperature decrease, namely, a threshold
will shift to larger QDs (lower ΔE) as shown in the Fig.4. (calculated using data from Ref.[10]).

Fig. 4. Calculated temperature variation of the threshold-like PL decay time size-dependence.
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Validity of the proposed model was checked on the example of temperature dependence of relaxation
dynamics for 4.4 nm PbS QDs. In these QDs decay time of the fast component rises from 78±2 to 100±4 ns
and decay time of the slow component rises from 315±5 to 590±10 ns when temperature decreases from
300 to 77 K. ΔE here decreases from 51 to 32 meV with temperature due to the different values α for PL1
and PL2 bands. An analysis of the proposed model shows that τ+ slightly depends on temperature and is
determined mainly by faster rate k01, but τ– varies in a wide range. From the data for 6.9 nm QDs we can
estimate k01=1.2×107 s-1 to model τ– in 4.4 nm QDs. The result of the fit is shown in the Fig.5. One can see
that calculated τ– may describe well decay constant of the slow component. At the same time τ+ gives only
~55–57 ns which is less than 78–100 ns, obtained for the fast component in the experiment, which is shown
in the inset to the Fig.5. We should appreciate that such approach gives rather rough quantitative estimation
due to several reasons. First of all, k01 for 4.4 nm QDs, actually, differs from such for 6.9 nm QDs, used for
fit. At the same time we do not have any reliable data on the rates k02 and k21 to adjust k01. Secondly, such
approach does not take into account the dependence of initial values of k02 and k21 on the temperature. In
particular, for 6.9 nm QDs weakening of electron-photon interaction leads to increase of decay times from
~80 to ~100 ns. This is similar to that observed for τ+ for 4.4 nm QDs and which has not been taken into
account in rate equations for states population. With these stipulations, formalism of rate equations and
proposed scheme of energy structure give tolerable quality description of the temperature dependence of
relaxation dynamics in PbS QDs with the in-gap state.

Fig.5. Measured and calculated τ– for 4.4 nm PbS QDs. Inset – measured τ+ for 4.4 nm.

CONCLUSION
In the present work we performed steady-state and transient PL analysis of 3.2–6.9 nm QDs in a porous
matrix in the temperature range of 77–300 K. We found up to 2 PL components in PbS QDs PL spectra for
QDs of different size and estimated temperature coefficients of PL peak position shift for each one. Obtained
temperature coefficients and their size-dependencies differ for these PL components due to the different
origin of corresponding electronic states. Surface defects related in-gap state possesses size-independent
temperature coefficient α, while α for 1s1s radiative relaxation increase with QD diameter decrease.
According to the spectral data, temperature dependence of PL lifetime was explained using the model with
two emissive low energy electronic states, coupled with nonradiative transitions of excitons. Rates of these
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transitions drastically depend on the temperature and the energy gap between radiative states, leading to
strong variation of PL lifetime and PL lifetime size-dependence with temperature. The proposed model was
checked on the example of temperature dependence of relaxation dynamics for 4.4 nm PbS QDs. The
analysis shows that formalism of rate equations and proposed scheme of energy structure give tolerable
quality description of the temperature dependence of relaxation dynamics in PbS QDs with the in-gap state.
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